UNPACK THE BOX CONTENTS

Briefly check the box contents and make sure you have all the items shown in the Provided Accessory List (printed separately).

PREPARE THE BATTERY

1. Attach the battery to the charger. (Charging indicator will light charging is in progress.)
2. Slide the battery compartment lock to (open) and open the battery compartment cover.
3. Load the battery as shown in the illustration.
4. Slide the battery compartment lock to (close) and remove the battery.
5. If the battery compartment cover comes off, fit the hinges back together to re-attach the cover to the camera.

INSERT THE COMPACT FLASH

This camera can use CompactFlash, Microdrive or SD-Picture Card. These cards are optional.

1. Insert the card with the contact area facing in the direction shown in the illustration.
2. Close the card cover.

ATTACH A LENS

1. Remove the rear cap from the lens.
2. Remove the body cap from the camera.
3. Align the lens attachment mark (red) on the camera with the alignment mark (red) on the lens, then insert the lens clockwise until you hear a click.
4. Remove the lens cap.
5. Set the power switch to (ON). The last picture taken is displayed.
6. Use the arrow pad to select images you want to view.
7. With the camera on, press the shutter button halfway. (The lens is activated, and the AF frame clearly, little by little)

TAKING A PICTURE

1. Align the lens attachment mark (red) on the camera with the alignment mark (red) on the lens, then insert the lens clockwise until you hear a click.
2. Remove the rear cap from the lens.
3. Remove the body cap from the camera.
4. Set the mode dial to (AUTO). The lens is activated, and the AF frame clearly, little by little.
5. Press the (playback) button. The last picture taken is displayed.
6. Use the arrow pad to select images you want to view.
7. With the camera on, press the shutter button halfway. (The lens is activated, and the AF frame clearly, little by little)

REVIEWING AND ERASING A PICTURE

1. Select the picture you want to erase and press the (button.
2. Use the arrow pad to select (YES), then press the (button.

CONTACT THE STRAP

1. With the camera on, press the MENU button.
2. Use to select the tab, then press . Use to select (SELECT), then press .
3. Use to select the date format, then press .
4. Use to set each item and press to move to the next item.
5. Press the button when you have finished entering the date and time.

CONNECTING THE CAMERA TO A COMPUTER

1. Make sure the camera is off.
2. Connect the camera to the computer using the USB cable (included). Set the camera’s power switch to (ON).

MACINTOSH

1. Verify that the “NO_NAME” icon representing the camera is displayed.

WINDOWS

1. Verify that the “NO_NAME” icon representing the camera is displayed.

1. Use the arrow pad to select (STORAGE). Press the button.

ABOUT THE CD-ROM DISK

Now that you’ve mastered the basic functionality of your new Olympus Digital Camera, you are ready to begin exploring the possibilities that digital photography brings to your computer. Activities such as photo editing, printing and much more are only steps away!

OLYMPUS Master Software: Download pictures from the camera, view, organize, retouch, e-mail and print your digital photos and movies! This CD also contains the complete software users manual in Adobe Acrobat (.PDF) format.

INSTALLING THE CAMERA SOFTWARE

1. Insert the OLYMPUS Master CD-ROM into your computer’s CD-ROM drive.
2. For Windows: Click the “OLYMPUS Master” button in the “Setup” window.
3. For Macintosh: Double-click the “Installer” icon.
4. Follow the on-screen instructions. For more details, click “Please Read First”.

VERIFY CAMERA CONNECTION

1. From the desktop (“Start” menu for XP) open “My Computer”.
2. Select the “Removable Disk” icon (this document).

MOTION HISTORY

1. The above steps confirm that the camera has been installed correctly. You can transfer your images immediately using the standard drag and drop procedure, or enhance your experience using OLYMPUS Master software (included).
HOW TO USE THE MODE DIAL

1. Full-auto shooting
   - Allows you to shoot using an aperture and shutter speed that the camera sets.
2. Program shooting
   - Allows you to set the aperture and shutter speed manually.
3. Aperture priority shooting
   - Allows you to set the aperture speed manually.
   - The camera sets the shutter speed automatically.
4. Shutter priority shooting
   - Allows you to set the shutter speed manually.
   - The camera sets the aperture speed automatically.
5. Manual shooting
   - Allows you to set the aperture and shutter speed manually.

HOW TO USE THE BUTTONS AND CONTROL DIAL

1. Exposure compensation button
   - Sets the exposure compensation value.
2. White balance (WB) button
   - Selects the white balance appropriate to the light source from the following options: Auto, preset, white balance settings, custom white balance settings, or registered white balance.
3. AF frame selection button
   - Selects the AF frame, allowing you to perform multiple AFs or to perform AF using one of the 3 frames.

IMAGE QUALITY MODES

Your camera is equipped with multiple image quality modes, which are used for different purposes. The following are some examples:

- TIFF SHQ: High image quality mode for printing or onscreen display.

HOW TO AVOID ALL PICTURES

1. Press the MENU button. Use Q/D to select [CARD SETUP], then press 
2. Use Q/D to select [ALL ERASE], then press 
3. Use Q/D to select [YES], then press 

E-MAILING A PICTURE

1. Using the OLYMPUS Master software (included), you can share your pictures with others by using the built-in e-mail feature.

Using the OLYMPUS Master software, you can connect your camera to your computer. After installing OLYMPUS Master, open the program and click the "Print Images" icon on the main menu. You can then store your pictures in your computer's hard disk or on an optional CF card.

After installing OLYMPUS Master, you can connect your camera to your computer and use it as an external hard disk. This allows you to transfer your pictures to your computer, upload them to a photo-sharing website, or do other similar tasks.

What you can do with OLYMPUS Master software:

- The provided software CD includes OLYMPUS Master software for viewing, editing, and printing images. Once installed, you can take advantage of viewing and printing images in a scrollable viewer for information on how to use OLYMPUS Master software, see Help after installation.

CONTACT INFORMATION

OLYMPUS IMAGING AMERICA INC.
Two Corporate Center Drive, P.O. Box 9058, Melville, NY 11747-9058

Technical Support (USA)
24/7 online automated help: http://www.olympusamerica.com/et
Phone customer support: 1-800-260-1625 (toll free)
Our phone customer support is available from 8am - 10pm, (Monday to Friday) ET
E-mail: et-support@olympusamerica.com
Olympus software updates obtained at: http://olympus.com/digital
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